


Adoption 
Merchants aren’t 
tooled to accept 
payment in 
Crypto

.

Incentive
Merchants aren’t 
incentivized to 
accept payment 
in Crypto

Problems

Growth
Businesses and 
consumers 
don’t profit from 
short term fiat 
holdings in their 
bank accounts

Stability
Intraday Crypto 
holdings volatility 
can affect 
profitability

.
Fees Merchants 
are paying too 
much to 
process fiat 
payment 
transactions

Access 
Difficulty 
uploading fiat 
currency for 
Crypto 
purchases

Difficulty
New Crypto 
investors have 
difficulty 
purchasing 
Crypto Coins 
and Tokens

Solutions
Next



Provide 
decentralized 

crypto 
payment 

processing 
software

Solutions

Bypass 
complex swap 
software with 
direct bridging 
links for coins 
and tokens

Direct fiat 
deposit 

options for 
crypto 

purchasing 
and swapping

Direct staking 
of wallet 

funds that 
essentially 

pays interest 
to holders

Reduce intake 
of credit card 

purchases that 
include 

percentage-
based 

processing fees

Facilitate 
consumer 

funded 
rewards to 
merchants

Provide
low-cost 

transaction 
infrastructure 

using a 
stability coin



Only 15,000 businesses 
worldwide accept 

payment in Bitcoin

Less than 15% of 
Crypto users own 

service transactional 
Coins

Only 300 million people 
(4%) of the population 

own Crypto

Annual Crypto adoption 
rates are accelerating 

exponentially

Market Validation



150 Billion
in credit card processing 

annually worldwide

215 Million 
businesses globally

300 Billion
in debit card purchases 

annually worldwide

40 Trillion
dollars of combined fiat value 

worldwide vs 1 trillion in 
combined Cryptocurrencies

Market Size



Reward based Crypto 

merchant processing 

software

Easy access to staking 

Crypto holdings for interest 

on deposits

Simplified multi-chain 

swapping in and out of 

various Crypto

Low cost and lighting fast 

transaction speed

Fiat to Crypto solutions

World class non-custodial 

Crypto storage security

EGT Pro Wallet



Business Model

Collection of 
transactional fees

Arbitrage on staking 
reward pools

Listing fees for Crypto 
projects to access our 
solutions



Market Adoption

World’s first Crypto based decentralized 
and incentivized merchant processing 

system

Ever-growing community, based on 
indirect adoption rewards

Partnerships

Viral marketing targeting world’s 
greatest Crypto ambassador



Preloaded Crypto 
Credit Cards

Centralized Payment 
Solutions

Decentralized 
Swap Applications

Gateway Terminal 
Merchant Processing

Market Competition



First to market

Incentivized 
adoption programs 
on all fronts

Reversal from - paying 
to process to paid to 
process

Ease of use

One stop shop 
combining most 
Crypto utility needs

Staking options that 
generate interest-
revenue on deposits

New token 
contract standard 
for lower gas fees

Transactional speed

Non-connective and Non-
custodial wallet security

Wallet to wallet invoicing 
technology

Custom routing for best 
rates through multiple 
DEX’s

Competitive Advantages



Thank You

t.me/elon_goat_token Elongoat.ioEgt@elongoat.io


